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VISION AND MISSION OF THE INSTITUTION 
                                                 Vision   
To achieve the deemed university status and spread universal education by inculcating discipline, 
character and knowledge into the young minds and mould them into enlightened citizens.   

Mission  
Our mission is to impart high quality education, in a conducive ambience, as comprehensive as 
possible, with the support of all the modern technologies and make the students acquire the 
ability and passion to work wisely, creatively and effectively for the betterment of our society.  
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Vision 

The Mechanical Engineering Department strives to be recognized as world class Institution, by 
creating centers of excellence in the field of Mechanical Engineering and promoting 
Entrepreneurship with Value-based teaching – learning process  

                                           Mission  
The Mechanical Engineering Department strives to impart quality education to the 
students and enhancing their skills to make them high quality Mechanical Engineers and to 
provide state of art research facilities for the students to enhance their technical knowledge 
for the development of industry. Our department tries to link with world class educational 
institutions and R&D organizations to excel in research and serve the community. 
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Program Educational Objectives (PEOs): 
A graduate of the Mechanical Engineering Program should: 
 Program Educational Objective 1: (PEO1) Apply technical knowledge and skills as mechanical engineers to provide optimal solutions in 
Industrial and government organizations..  
 
Program Educational Objective 2: (PEO2) Pursue advanced education, research and development, and other creative and innovative efforts 
in science, engineering, and technology, as well as other professional careers.. 
 
Program Educational Objective 3: (PEO3) Practice professional and ethical responsibilities, including the societal impact of engineering 
solutions..  
 
Program Educational Objective 4: (PEO4) Participate as leaders in their fields of expertise and in activities that support service and 
economic development nationally and throughout the world.. 
                           



 Program Outcomes (POs): 
 

PO1 Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering 
fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering 
problems. 

PO2 Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex 
engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, 
natural sciences, and engineering sciences. 

PO3 Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and 
design system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate 
consideration for the public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental 
considerations.  

PO4 Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 
methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 
information to provide valid conclusions.  

PO5 Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 
engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities 
with an understanding of the limitations.  

PO6 The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 
societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to 
the professional engineering practice.  

PO7 Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering 
solutions in societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for 
sustainable development.  

PO8 Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms 
of the engineering practice. 

PO9 Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 
diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

PO10 Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the 
engineering community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write 
effective reports and design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive 
clear instructions.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs):  

PSO1 The student will be able to apply the knowledge of Mathematics, Sciences and engineering 
fundamentals to formulate, analyze and provide solutions the problems related to Mechanical 
engineering and communicate them effectively to the concerned. 

PSO2 Design mechanical systems in various fields such as machine elements, thermal, 
manufacturing, industrial and inter-disciplinary fields by using various 
engineering/technological tools to meet the mercurial needs of the industry and society at large. 

PSO3 The ability to grasp the latest development, methodologies of mechanical engineering and 
posses competent knowledge of design process, practical proficiencies, skills and knowledge of 
programme and developing ideas towards research. 

 
 
 
 

PO11 Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the 
engineering and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and 
leader in a team, to manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments. 

PO12 Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 
independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change. 
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THERMAL ENGINEERING LAB 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
This laboratory course is intended to make the students understand the working principles of IC 
Engines, Compressors. 
 
OUTCOMES: 
Upon the completion of course, the student will be able to: 

1. Memorize the  major components of 2- stroke, 4-STROKE -Diesel and Petrol Engines. 
2. Analyze the difference in efficiency, working of Petrol and Diesel Engines. 
3. Estimate the performance of different engines. 
4. Explain the functionality of major components of compressors and steam power plant and 

to analyze these components. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

Program Outcomes (POs) Justification 
  

PO1 
One should know the working of the systems then apply the know of maths, science 

 
 PO2 

Analyze the different efficiency of engines 

 PO4 Solving complex problems for an IC engine 
 PO9 

Solving problem in a team of different streams 

ProgramSpecific Outcomes(POs) Justification 
  

PSO1 

One should know the working of the systems then apply the know of maths, science 

 PSO2 Design the efficient engine for better efficiency 

 
PSO3 Solving problem in a team of different streams as per the trend in innovation i.e to the present technolgy 



 
MAPPING COURSE OUTCOMES LEADING TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES AND PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES:  
 

Cou
rse

 
Out

com
e

s 

Program Outcomes (PO) 
PO1 PO2 PO3 PO4 PO5 PO6 PO7 PO8 PO9 PO10 PO11 PO12 

CO1 3 2  2     2    

CO2 2 3  2     2    

CO3 2 2  3     3    

CO4 3 2  2     2    

AVG 2.5 2.25  2.25     2.25    

 

Course 
Outcomes 

Program Specific Outcomes 
(PSO) 

PSO1 PSO2 PSO3 
CO1 3 2 3 

CO2 3 3 2 

CO3 2 3 2 

CO4 3 2 3 

AVG 2.75 2.5 2.5 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
                                                   EXPERIMENT - 1 

TWO STAGE RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR: PERFORMANCE 
TEST 

 Aim : To determine volumetric  efficiency and isothermal efficiency of a two stage 
reciprocating  air compressor. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Compressor :       Motor 
Make  :   AIRMATIC                              3 Phase induction Motor power: 3HP 
Speed: 700rprn 
Delivery pressure : 8bar 
Free air delivery capacity                      :   0.2 m3 /min 
Diameter of low pressure piston  = 70mm 
Diameter of High pressure piston = 50mm 
Stroke                                                   = 90mm 
THEORY 
Air compressors used for supplying high pressure air. There are many uses of high pressure air in 
the industry. A large number of compressors are used in chemical industries like Fertilizer plants 
and Refrigeration plants. Compressed air is used to drive air engines (i.e. air motors).  which are 
used in coal mines.  Compressors are broadly classified in to two categories i.e Reciprocating 
and dynamic Centrifugal and axial  flow compressors come under second category. 
Reciprocating compressors are chosen   when the pressure required is high and air flow rate 
requirements is low. In other extreme axial flow compressors are used for very large flow rates at 
low pressures. 
        In a reciprocating compressor air is drawn into -the cylinder and compressed in the 
backward stroke of piston .The delivery valve is opened during later part of back ward stroke and 
compressed air is pushed in to receiver tank. If the air pressure requirement is  high, it is 
compressed in two or more stages. The air from low pressure cylinder is supplied to a high 
pressure cylinder through an inter- cooler. Reduction in temperature of air entering into H.P 
cylinder will reduce the work required in high pressure stage. There is an optimum intermediate 
pressure (pressure at the delivery of L Postage) for minimizing h total work required for 
compression. It is geometric mean of inlet pressure to LP cylinder and delivery pressure of HP 
cylinder. 



 
        
  Volumetric efficiency :It is the ratio of actual volume of air drawn in to cylinder to swept 
volume of piston .It is less than unity , due to effect of clearance volume .It reduces the intake 
capacity of compressor. In the clearance volume, there will be air at high pressure which will 
expand as the piston moves in suction stroke . Only after pressure in the cylinder becomes less 
than atmospheric pressure                                                                        
 Then fresh air enters into the cylinder. The part of suction stroke is wasted which results in 
Lesser quantity of air drawn into cylinder compared to swept   volume. Hence the volumetric 
efficiency of compressor is less than unity. 
DESCRIPTION: 
The air compressor is a vertical two stage, reciprocating type as shown in fig. The air is sucked 
from atmosphere and compressed in the first cylinder. The compressed air then passed through 
an inter cooler in to the second stage cylinder where it is further compressed .The compressed air 
then goes to a reservoir through a safety valve. This valve operates an electrical switch that shuts 
off the motor when the pressure exceeds the set limit. - 
The test unit consists of an induction motor to drive the compressor and an air chamber with 
orifice plate and U-tube manometer is provided to the compressor intake. An energy meter is 
provided to read compressor work input. 
PROCEDURE: 
a. The manometer connections are to be checked. (The manometer may be filled with water up to 
the half level) 
b. Close the Valve of the receiver tank. 
c. Start the compressor and observe that the pressure being developed slowly. 
d. At the particular test pressure the outlet valve s opened slowly and  adjusted so that the 
pressure in the tank is maintained constant. 
e. Observe the following readings. - 
i. Time taken for 10 revolutions of energy meter disc. 
ii. Speed of compressor — Nc (RPM) 
iii. Manometer readings h1 and-h2 cm of water 
IV. Pressure gauge reading P( kg/cm2 ) 
The above readings are o be taken at different  delivery pressures  i. e at 2bar, 3bar, 4bar. 5bar & 
6bar. The required delivery pressure can be maintained by manipulating outlet valve of receiver 
tank. 



 
 
          
CALCULATIONS: 
 volumetric efficiency:- 
Water head causing flow ∆hw = (h1 – h2 ) cm of water  
Air head causing flow     ∆ha  =   ( ∆hw  x ρw ) / ρa 
Where rho Density of water  ρw   = 1000 kg / m3 
 ρa = Density of air  = 1.162kg / m3   (at 30 C) - 
  Actual volume of air drawn into Cylinder = Va =Cd a  √2g∆ha   m3 /sec 
  Where   Cd  =  Coefficient of discharge of orifice  =  0.62 
               A = Area of Orifice ∏/4 ) D2 
  Where   D  =  Diameter of piston =0.07 m 
                L = Length of stroke         =0.09 m 
             Nc  =  RPM of Compressor                           
volumetric efficiency    ηv   =    (Va / Vs ) X100                                
 Mass flow rate                     =  Va   ρa       Kg / sec 
 Isotherm Efficiency  :- 
Energy meter con stant,  k = 200 Revolutions / KWH 
Time for 10 Revolutions     = t Sec 
Input to motor                      =  (3600 x10 ) / ( k x t )   KWatts 
Efficiency of motor               =  80 % ( assumed ) 
Output of  motor                  =  Motor input x 0.8  
Belt Transmission efficiency = 95% 
Compressor work in put        = Input  x 0.8 x 0.95  KWatts 
lsotherm work done                = Pa  x Va  x  ln (Pd / pa )  
   Where                        Pd      = Compressor discharge pressure           
                                        Pa      =  Atmospheric Pressure    Kpascals 
                                        Va    =  Actual volume of air drawn into cylinder 



 
 
 
 
Isothermal efficiency ( ηIso )   =  Isothermal work done  / work input 
             3 
 
GRAPHS 
Volumetric efficiency   Vs   delivery pressure 
Isothermal efficiency    Vs  delivery pressure 
 
 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:- 
Discuss the effect of delivery pressure on volumetric efficiency and isothermal efficiencies. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS  : -  
 
 
 
QUESTION BANK 
1. Why is inter cooling provided in an air Compressor? 
2. What are the uses of Compressed air? 
3. What are  the main advantages of Multistage compression? 
4. What do you mean by Volumetric efficiency of Compressor? 
5. What is the effect of Clearance volume on the performance air Compressor? 
6. Why is receiver tank incorporated in a reciprocating compressor unit? 
 
 
 
 



 
  
                                                        

Experiment 2 
VALVE  TIMING  DIAGRAM OF FOUR STROKE  SINGLE  CYLINDER 

DIESEL ENGINE 
AIM: 
  To determine the timings of valve openings & closing for the given four stroke Diesel engine 
SPECIFICATIONS : - 
      It is a Four stroke, Single Cylinder, Diesel Engine . 
       Rated output  :  5 H.P,            RPM: 1500 
THEORY AND DEFINITIQNS  :  

A four stroke diesel engine works on the diesel cycle which involve suction stroke, 
compression stroke, power stroke (expansion) and exhaust stroke. The cycle and the 
corresponding  strokes are shown in fig. During the suction stroke fresh air is drawn in to the 
cylinder by the movement of piston from Top dead centre (TDC) to bottom dead centre (BDC). 
During this period the exhaust valve should remain closed theoretically. As the piston reach 
BDC, the suction strokes is completed and air drawn must be compressed during the .n of piston 
from BDC to TDC. The air present in the cylinder must undergo compression. Both inlet valve 
and exhaust valve will remain closed during compression stroke.  

Diesel fuel is injected in to the cylinder neai1 at the end of compression stroke and it will 
get ignited due to which the pressure and temperature will rise in the cylinder The piston starts 
moving from TDC to BDC due to high pressures inside the cylinder, resulting in power stroke 
(expansion stroke). During power stroke both the valves are closed. The expanded gases must be 
expelled from the cylinder after completion of expansion stroke so that fresh air can be drawn in 
the suction stroke During the movement of piston from BDC  to TDC the exhaust valve is kept 
opened while inlet valve is closed so that gases will escape from the cylinder The movement of 
piston, from BDC to TDC is called exhaust stroke. After completion of exhaust stroke, suction 
stroke starts. 

Theoretically the inlet valve is assumed to open (or) close instantaneously so is the case 
with the exhaust valve. But the valves to function need time to opening (or ) closing. Thus the 
inlet valve opens even before piston reaches TDC and it will be fully closed after suction is 
completed and later, piston starts moving from BDC to TDC. 
 



 
 
 
The following definitions are useful in the study of valve timings. 
Lead: A valve is said to be given ‘lead’ when it opens before the piston has reached dead 
centers. 
 Lag : A valve is said to have lag when it closes after the piston has reached dead centers. 
 Overlap  :  Overlap is the period during which both inlet and exhaust valves are open       
Inlet valve period : 

Inlet valve opens before Top Dead Centre (TDC) and closes after bottom dead centre 
(BDC) With reference to a vertical engine. The reason for giving lead to inlet valve (generally 
10-15 degrees of crank angle) .is to provide sufficient time for full opening of the valve and 
avoid throttling of incoming air Also the depression in the cylinder at the end of the exhaust 
stroke caused by the momentum of the outgoing gases assist the fresh charge to be drawn into 
the cylinder overcoming its inertia. But the valve can’t be opened too early as otherwise the 
higher pressure inside may blow back the incoming charge. For some period, known as ‘overlap’ 
both inlet and exhaust valves are open that help in scavenging the cylinder of burnt gases. The 
piston moves from TDC to BDC to facilitate drawing of air into cylinder. However the inlet 
valve is not closed at BDC, but after piston crosses BDC and is moving up there is a lag in the 
closing of the inlet valve. The inlet valve is closed after BDC, the lag is given about (30°- 6O0). 
This is done so as to induce as large a fresh charge as possible. Due to high speed of piston, the 
air does not keep pace with the speed of the piston and if the inlet valve is closed at BDC, the 
cylinder would not be completely filled with fresh mixture in case of spark ignition (SI) engine 
and fresh air in case of compression ignition ( C l ) engine. Advantage is taken of the high 
momentum of air due to which the suction continues even after the piston reaches BDC. 
Therefore closing the inlet valve a little later than BDC induces more charge into the cylinder as 
the piston is relatively stationary and the crank can swing through a wide angle with little motion 
of the piston. The compression will take place inside the cylinder, when both valves are closed 
.The valve operating mechanism is shown in fig. 
 Exhaust valve period: 

After the power stroke the combustion gases are to be exhausted. The exhaust valve 
opens with a lead of  40 - 45° i.e. before piston reaches BDC in the power stroke. This will 
facilitate to escape of large quantities of exhaust gases to leave the cylinder even before BDC is 
reached, Movement of piston from BDC to TDC leads to pushing out of gases from the cylinder.  

 
 



 
 
 
The exhaust valve is not closed at the end of exhaust stroke (though piston reaches TDC 

position). But closes 200 crank angle after TDC. The early opening of exhaust valve is associated 
with loss of power due to shortening of power stroke , but is compensated by better scavenging 
and less  negative work in expelling the exhaust gas by avoidance of back pressure. Even after 
the piston has reached TDC. Some exhaust gases left in the combustion chamber are’ allowed to 
escape under the influence of momentum of incoming air. 
 PROCEDURE: 
a. Identify the inlet valve, exhaust valves, decompression lever and the mechanism of valve 
operation. The decompression lever helps in cranking with ease. 
b. Identify the bottom dead centre (BDC) from the movement of the piston. The piston remains 
stationary at dead centre s before it reverses it direction of motion. Mark a line on the fly wheel 
with the engine bed as reference point, corresponding to this bottom dead centre. The 
diametrically opposite point on the fly wheel will be the TDC. 
c. Fix-up the “correct direction of rotation” of fly wheel to get the proper sequencing of valve 
operation. 
d. Identify the various valve openings and closings. Mark the corresponding operations on the fly 
wheel. 
e. Recheck the markings on the fly wheel to ascertain the correctness of valve openings and 
closings and tabulate the results. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
OBSERVATIONS: 
Circumference of the fly wheel ∏D = Each centimeter length of fly wheel circumference = 360°/ 
∏D. 
 
 

S.No           Valve event Distance in Cm from dead 
centre 

Crank angle in 
equivalent degrees 
 Before 

TDC 
After 
TDC 

Before 
BDC 

After 
BDC 

 
 

      

1. Inlet valve opens      
2. Inlet valve closes      
3. Fuel injection begins      
4. Fuel injection  ends      
5. Exhaust valve opens      
6. Exhaust valve closes      
 
Draw the valve timing diagram indicating the valve opening & closing in d spiral form. Identify 
all the four strokes in terms of angles and show the valve overlap. 
 PRECAUTIONS: 
a) The valve opening should be taken as the point where it first begins to open. 
b) The valve closing should be taken as the point where valve closes completely. 
c) The flywheel should be rotated in proper direction. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 QUESTION BANK: 
1. Why is valve — Timing Diagram necessary for an engine 
2. Is the indication of direction of rotation important for VTD? If so why ? 
3. Is the VTD same both for four stroke — petrol engine and Two stroke petrol engine? 
4. Can we use the same VTD both for four stroke diesel engine & four — stroke petrol engine? If 
they differ where lies the difference? 
5. Name the four strokes in the sequential orders as implemented in a four stroke engine. 
6. How is a thermodynamic cycle different from mechanical cycle?                                                    
 
                                                                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
                                                  EXPERIMENT 3 
                  DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY OF DIESEL ENGINE 
 AIM:    To disassemble a given diesel engine. 
 INTRODUCTION: 
Dye to use of engines continuously over a period of time they may develop certain troubles such 
as loss of efficiency, noise, vibration mat functioning of fuel pump injector. As such there will be 
the necessity to strip off all parts of the engine, inspect them for visual defects, provide packing 
and sealing where ever required. As a part of this exercise i.e. to disassemble the engine a 
definite procedure is be followed in a sequential manner. 
 PROCEDURE: 
The following procedure is to be adopted in the given Sequence for disassembling of the single 
cylinder four stroke diesel engine. 
(a) Study the engine (b) Plan the method of disassembling the engine and keep the tools ready. 
(c) Remove rocker arm box. (d) Remove injector pipe. (e) Disconnect injector. (f) Remove inlet 
manifold. (g) Remove cooling water inlet pipe. (h) Remove exhaust manifold. (I) Remove 
cylinder head (j) Remove water inlet pipe. (k) Remove push rod cover. (I) Remove diesel tank 
(m) Remove fly wheel and fly wheel housing (n) Remove cylinder block top nuts.(o) Remove 
fuel pipe and injector pipe.(p) Remove fuel pump. (q)Remove cylinder block (r) Remove both 
circlips using circlip player from the gudgeon pin. (s)Remove gudgeon pin to disconnect to 
piston from connecting rod and remove three compression rings from piston. (t) Remove 
connecting rod big end; and bearings. (u) Remove balancing weights fixed to the crank shaft. (v) 
Remove side covers. (w) Remove rocker arms, rocker arm shaft, springs, valves, push rods & 
tappets provided on both valves. Remove the gear mounted on cam shaft. (x) Remove cam shaft 
from the bearings. (y) Drain out all the lubricating oil from crankcase. 
The following procedure is to be followed broadly in the given sequence for assembling of above 
diesel engine components. 
Check all parts physically for visual defects & observe them closely for markings on cylinder 
liner and bearings, caused by grit or hard particles. Ensure that all parts are in a fit condition for 
use and to run the engine. 
 
 



 
 
 
1. After proper cleaning and checking of all parts Assembling may be carried out. 
a. Position the piston along with rings to the small end of connecting rod, insert gudgeon 
pin for fixing the piston to small end of connecting rod. Lock gudgeon pin using circ lips on 
either side. 
b. Position the bearing on the connecting rod big end. 
c. Insert the piston into the cylinder liner gently. 
d. Fix the big end of connecting rod to crankshaft.            8   
e. Place the gasket on the cylinder block and fix the cylinder head. 
f. Fix the fuel pump, filter, injector and pipe. 
g. Position the push rods on tappets, connect push rod ends to rocker arms, fix springs & valves 
to the other end of rocker arm. 
h. Replace the rocker arm box & fix it properly. 
i. Fix the fuel tank. 
j. Fix all the covers at appropriate positions. 
k. Fix the camshaft in bearing & ensure that it meshes with gear on the crank shaft to operate the 
valves correctly at proper timings. 
I. Fill the fuel tank with diesel oil. 
in. Pour lubricating oil into the crankcase & maintain its level. Circulate the cooling water in the 
cylinder after the engine starts. 
n. Run the engine and observe   whether it is running smooth. 
 DISCUSSION: 
a. Discuss whether it is possible to assemble the various parts of engine without following any 
proper sequence. 
b. Discuss as to why all parts of an engine are to be stripped off for its maintenance. 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 
QUESTION BANK: 
1. List the important reciprocating Diesel engine parts and their Materials? 
2. What are the two basic types of internal combustion engines ‘? What is the fund difference 
between the two? 
3. Give the various applications of Diesel engines? 
4. What do you mean by the following terms? 
a) Bore b) Stroke c) TDC D) BDC e) Compression ratio 
1) Piston displacement g) Combustion chamber h) Timing gear  i) Bearings 
5. What is the function of connecting rod? 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

EXPERIMENT - 4 
                               PERFORMANCE TEST ON DIESEL.ENGINE 
AIM: 
To conduct performance test n 4 stroke single cylinder diesel engine coupled With Rope brake 
dynamometer to find out (I) Brake power (B P) (ii) Specific fuel Consumption (iii) 
Brake thermal efficiency (iv) Volumetric efficiency; 
SPECIFICATIONS : - 
       It is 4 stroke vertical, single cylinder, water cooled diesel engine coupled with Electrical 
dynamometer.Engine,   Dynamometer 
Brake power 3.72 kw                      Electrical Dynamometer 
Speed = 1500 rpm                         
Bore = 80mm  - 
Stroke  =           110 mm  
Compression ratio = 16 5. 1 
THEORY: 
The four stroke diesel (CI) engine operates on diesel cycle. The four strokes used in proper 
sequence are suction, compression; expansion stroke) and exhaust. During the suction stroke air 
alone is inducted Due to high compression ratio the temperature dose to the end of compression 
stroke is sufficient to ignite the fuel which is injected in to the combustion chamber. In the C I 
engine a high pressure fuel pump and an injector are provided to inject fuel in to combustion 
chamber at the correct time 
Fuel is injected up to the beginning of the expansion stroke Due to high pressures developed the 
diesel(CI ) engine is heavier than petrol (SI) engine and it has a higher thermal efficiency due to 
greater expansion and high compression ratio C l engines are mainly used for heavy transport 
vehicles, power generation Industrial and Marine applications Performance test is conducted in 
order to verify the performance parameter while in the case o diesel engine volumetric efficiency 
and specific fuel consumption are also important performance parameter 
   
 
 



 
 
 
Brake thermal efficiency; Brake thermal efficiency is the ratio of energy n the brake power to the 
fuel energy .The value of this efficiency for diesel engine lies between 25 to 35% at full load 
 Brake power The power available at output shaft end s called brake power The measurement of 
brake power involves the measurement of force (or torque) as well  as speed The former is 
calculated with the help of dynamometer and later by a tachometer. 
The brake power is given by 
Brake power (B P) = AxV watt 
Where A = Ammeter reading in Ampears 
            V =Voltmeter reading in Volts . 
Fuel energy is given by (Heat supplied) 
Fuel energy  =  Mass of fuel burnt / sec x lower Calorific value of fuel  
                        =(mf) x (C.V.) 
Specific fuel consumption  : It is defined as the amount of fuel consumed per unit of power 
developed p hour. It is a clear indication of the efficiency with which the engine develops power  
from fuel. 
Specific fuel consumption (on brake power basis) 
                                          (kg / Kw-hr)               =            Fuel consumed in kg / hr 
                                                                                                       Brake power developed 
 Volumetric Efficiency   : The engine output is limited by the maximum amount of air that can 
be taken during the suction stroke, because only a certain amount of fuel can be burns effectively 
with a given quantity of air. Volumetric efficiency is an indication of the “breathing ability of the 
engine and is defined as the ratio of the air actually induced at ambient conditions to the swept 
volume of the engine. 
Volumetric efficiency    =   Vol. Of air actually induced 
                                                    Swept volume 
Volume of air actually induced = Cd x A √2g∆ha   
 
 



 
 
 
Where          Cd = coefficient of discharge of orifice  = 0.62  
                      A = Area of orifice, (dia of orifice = 0.02rn) 
                    ha  =Equivalent air column in meters.    (which is measured using U tube 
manometer   provided on the engine in take.) 
             Swept volume  = (∏/4 ) D2  L N /60  
                         D  =  Diameter of piston  =   0.08m 
                         L    = Stroke   =  0.11 m          
            
DESCRIPTION: 
         lt is a water cooled single cylinder diesel engine which is coupled to a rope pulley brake 
arrangement to absorb the power produced. It is shown in fig.4.0. Necessary weights and spring 
balances are included to apply load on the brake drum. Suitable coo water arrangement for the 
brake drum is provided. Separate cooling water lines fitted with temperature measuring 
thermocouples are provided for the engine cooling. A fuel measuring system consisting of a fuel 
tank mounted on a stand burette, three way cock and a stop watch is provided. Air intake 
measured using an air tank fitted with an orifice and a water manometer. 
Apparatus : 
     Stop watch  
PROCEDURE: 
(a) Calculate rated load from specifications. 
(b) Study the engine and know the starting procedure using the decompression level 
(C) Check or fuel, lubricating oil, cooling water supply. 
(d) Start the engine using decompression lever and supply cooling water and allow the engine to 
stabilize by running it on no load for ten minutes. 
(e) The full load that can be applied on the engine is to be calculated Usin the formula rated 
output in    (Kw) = AxV / 1000 watt 
(f) The actual volume of air sucked in cylinder is given by a Va  = Cd x A √2g∆ha   
 Swept volume of cylinder is given by  Vs  = ∏/4 ) D2  L  
 



 
 
Observations: 
S.No LOAD 

 
 

Volts  
Amps 

SPEE
D 

Time taken  
for 10 CC of 
(fuel 
consumption 
(t) Secs. 

Manometer 
readings (Cms 
) 
 
H1       h2         
ha 

Fuel 
consumpti
on  
Kg / hr 

SFC 
 Kg / 
kWhr 

 ηv 
Bth 

ηv 

            
            
            
            
 
Calculations 
Brake power =  A X V      Watts, 
 Specific fuel consumption  (SFC)     (on BP) basis 
 Mf =  Fuel consumed in kg / hr = (10/t ) x (3600 /1000 ) x 0.8275 
        (Density of diesel oil =  0.8275) 
Specific fuel consumption           =Fuel Consumed in Kg/hr /BP 
                                                                        (on BP basis) 
                                                        = (mf/BP)   kg/(kw-hr) 
Brake thermal efficiency         = BP/ (mf x CV ) 
C.V = Calorific value  of fuel (KJ / Kg) = 43626  KJ/kg 
Volumetric efficiency   = ( Va / Vs )  x100 
                                         =   Actual Vol. of air sucked in cylinder in m3 / min 
                                                    Swept vol of cylinder in. m3 / min 
 
 
 



 
 
 
GRAPHS: 
           FC Vs BP 
            $FC Vs BP 
     BTh Efficiency Vs BP 
     Vol. Efficiency Vs BP 
            A/F ratio Vs       Vs BP 
 DISCUSSION:     Discuss the trends observed in the performance curves 
 
CONCLUSION & RESULT : 
 
 QUESTION BANK: 
1. What are the various methods for measurement of brake power? 
2 Give the range of value of volumetric efficiency for Diesel Engine7 
3. Under the same loading conditions would expect the exhaust gas temperature to be lower in a 
SI or CI engine? 
4. What is a dynamometer? 
5. How do you stop a Diesel engine? 
                                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
EXPERIMENT- 5 

             PERFORMANCE TEST ON TWO STROKE PETROL ENGINE 
AIM: 
To conduct performance test on two stroke single cylinder petrol engine coupled with alternator. 
 SPECIFICATIONS: 
It is a Two stroke, vertical, single cylinder, Air cooled petrol engine coupled with alternator, 
- Engine Dynamometer 
Speed                    = 3000 pm          Alternator with resistance loading. 
Brake power    = 1.3Hp 
Make             =  Greaves 
 Bore = 45mm,  
Stroke = 39.1 mm 
Capacity =63.1 cc 
THEORY: 
Two stroke engines operate different from that of four stroke engines. In case of four-stroke  
engine the four strokes used are one for suction, one for compression, one for expansion (power 
stroke) and one for exhaust. In the case of two stroke engine the cycle is completed in two 
strokes. Part of forward stroke namely movement of piston from TDC to BDC is used  . For 
expansion and remaining part is used for suction of air fuel mixture in the four stroke i.e  from 
BDC to TDC exhaust and compression takes place. In the case of two stroke  engine there is loss 
of fresh charge (Air fuel mixture) with exhaust. The fresh c is pan used to scavenge the exhaust 
gases from the cylinder Hence two stroke engines will have poor thermal efficiency which lies 
between 13 to 18%. Besides low compression ratio Brake thermal efficiency is the ratio of heat 
energy in brake power to the energy contained  by fuel. Brake thermal efficiency is an index of 
the performance of the petrol engine & same is calculated for different loads on the alternator. 
The electrical load on the alternator is increased by switching on electrical bulbs of different 
wattage. 
Brake thermal efficiency    =                               Engine output (KW) x 100 
                                                              Mass of fuel burnt (mf) x Lower calorific value of fuel(cv) 
 



 
 
 
The output  is given by 
Eng output (KVV)                     =       volt met reading x Ammeter reading 
                                                         l000xAlternátor efficiency     
 
 DESCRIPTION 
The engine a single cylinder vertical air cooled Two stroke engine developed about 
1.3 H.P  The engine is rope started. It is coupled to an alternator which serves as a loading device 
,The power generated by the alternator is absorbed using a set of bulbs (resistance loading ). 
Suitable control panel with voltmeter and ammeter is pr to measure the  power generated. Fuel 
consumption is measured with a burette and a three way cock which regulates the flow of petrol 
from the tank to the engine. 
 PROCEDURE: 
a.  Check the fuel supply and operate the three way cock, so that the fuel flows to the engine. 
b.  See that there is no load. 
c.  Start the engine. 
d.  Load the engine gradually, by switching on the electric bulbs. 
e.  Note the following readings: 
           (a) Speed in RPM 
           (b) Voltmeter and ammeter reading V volts and A amps 
           (c) Time for 10 CC of petrol consumption — t secs 
f.  Repeat the experiment for other load points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
OBSERVATIONS: 
S.No PARTICULARS UNITS 1 2 3 4 5 
1 Output voltage V Volts      
2 Output current A Amps      
3 Generator output Kw      
4 Engine output Kw      
5 Time for 10 CC of fuel consumption Sec      
6 Energy input in fuel kw      
7 Brake Thermal efficiency  %      
 
CALCULATIONS: 
Engine out put: 
Voltmeter reading = V volts                           
Ammeter reading = A amps 
Power generated by alternator    (P)  = (VA )/1000 
Engine out put     =  ( P/0.8  )     Kw 
                     Where 0.8 is assumed as the alternator efficiency. 
Specific fuel consumption on brake power (BP) basis (SFC) 
Time for 10CC of Fuel consumption =    t sec 
Fuel consumption per hour (mf) = ( 10/t) x 3600     CC/hr 
                                                           = ( (10/t)x 3600 /1 000) x Specific gravity 
                                                          =  ( (10/t)x 3600 /1 000) x 0.71   Kg /hr 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Energy input in fuel Mass of fuel brunt per sec. x Caforific value of fuel = mf xC v 
Brake thermal efficiency = ( BP x 3600 ) /( mf x Cv ) 
Draw graphs as indicated below . 
Graphs            :              TFC   Vs  BP 
                                         SFC  Vs  BP 
                                      Brake Thermal efficiency     Vs   BP 
 DISCUSSION: 
a. Discuss critically the reason for poor thermal efficiency. 
b. Discuss the effect of load on the performance of the engine. 
 
 
CONCLUSION & RESULT   : 
 
 
 
 QUESTION BANK: 
 
1. What is the essential difference between a 4-stroke cycle engine and 2 cycle engine. 
2. Why do 2-stroke cycle C I engine wide use, where as 2-stroke cycle SI engines are used only 
to a very limited extent. 
3. Now is speed and load control accomplished in a S I engine? 
4. Give applications of 2-stroke S I and 2 stroke C I engines? 
5. Give the approximate engine power (kw) in the case of following applications. (i) Scooter (ii) 
Tractor   (iii) Bus and truck (iv) Engine for ship propulsion 
6. What is the main disadvantage common to all 2-stroke engines . 
 
                                                    



 
                                             

EXPERIMENT - 6 
                  PERFORMANCE TEST ON FOUR STROKE PETROL ENGINE 
AIM: 
To conduct performance test on 4 stroke cy petrol engine coupled with alternator i.e. to find out  
Brake power (BP)  , Specific fuel consumption  (SFC )  and  Brake thermal efficiency (η Bth )     . 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
It is a Four stroke vertical single cylinder water cooled diesel engine coupled with alternator and 
having the following specifications 
     Engine            :Dynamometer 
    Brake power  = 1.3 Hp                                                                            
    Alternator   Speed           = 3000 Rpm 
         Bore            = 70 mm 
        Stroke  = 66.7 mm 
        Capacity       = 256 CC 
 THEORY: 
The four stroke cycle single cylinder vertical, petrol engine works on Otto cycle. The four 
strokes used are one for suction, one for compression, one for ex (power stroke) and one for 
exhaust. The suction stroke starts when the piston is at top dead centre and about to move down 
wards. The inlet valve is open at this time and the exhaust valve is closed. Due to suction created 
by motion of the piston towards bottom dead centre the charge consisting of fresh air mixed with 
fuel in proper proportions is drawn in to the cylinder. At the end of suction stroke the inlet valve 
closes. The fresh charge taken in to cylinder during suction stroke is compressed by the return 
stroke of the piston. During this stroke both inlet and exhaust valves remain closed. The air 
which occupied the whole cylinder volume is now compressed in to clearance volume. Just 
before the end of compression stroke the mixture is ignited with the help of electric spark 
between the electrodes of spark plug located on the top of combustion chamber wall. During 
burning process the chemical energy of the fuel is converted into heat energy, producing a 
temperature rise of about 2000°c and the pressure is also considerably increased. Due to high 
pressure the burnt gases force the piston towards bottom dead centre, both inlet and exhaust 
valves remain closed. Thus power is obtained during this stroke. Both pressure: and temperature 
decrease during expansion. Just before end of expansion stroke the exhaust valve opens the inlet 
valve remain closed, and the piston moving from bottom dead centre to top dead centre sweeps 
out the burnt gases from the cylinder. The exhaust valve closes at the end of the exhaust stroke.  



 
 
 
Most of the engines are of the four stroke . They are most popular for passenger cars and small 
air craft applications, performance test is conducted to check the performance claimed by engine 
manufacturer. Engine performance is an indication of the degree of success with which it is 
doing its assigned job i.e conversion of the chemical energy contained in the fuel in to the useful 
mechanical work, brake thermal efficiency is important performance parameter. It is the shaft 
end is called brake power.  
The energy supplied is given by product of mass of fuel burnt I sec. and calorific valve of fuel. In 
the case of engine which is coupled to alternator the engine output (brake power) is given by 
Brake power (KW) =     Voltmeter reading (V, volts) x Ammeter reading (A, amps ) 
                                                            1000 x alternator efficiency 
The performance test is conducted at various loads. The load on the engine is increased using 
water rheostat. Normally brake thermal efficiency of four-stroke petrol engine varies from 18 to 
25%. Specific fuel consumption is also an engine performance parameter. It is given by 
Specific fuel consumption (on brake power basis) =   Fuel consumed (kg/hr) 
                                                                                                Brake power 
This parameter is widely used to compare the performance of different engines. 
DESCRIPTION : 
The engine is single cylinder, vertical air cooled, 4 stroke engine developing about 2.2kw (3 Hp) 
at 3000 rpm. It shown in the fig. The power generated by the alternator is absorbed using a water 
rheostat. Suitable control panel with voltmeter and ammeter is provided to measure the power 
generated. Fuel consumption is measured with a burette and a three way cock which regulates 
the flow of petrol from the tank to the engine. 
 PROCEDURE:  
a.) Check the fuel level and operate the three way cock, so that the fuel flows to the engine. 
b.) See that there is no load. The maximum load that can be applied on the engine is 
calculated from engine specifications. If engine is coupled to an alternator. The 
maximum load that can be applied is given by 
Rated brake power(KW) =      Volt meter reading (V volts) x Ammeter reading (A amps ) 
                                                                l000xAlternator efficiency (0.8) 
 



 
 
 
 
c.) Start the engine.  
d.) Load the engine, gradually by loading water rheostat  
e.)   (i) Speed in R.P.M 
        (ii) Voltmeter and ammeter reading V volts and A amps 
        (iii) Time for  10 CC of petrol consumption — t sec 
f. ) Repeat the experiment for other load points.     
 
 
S.N
o. 

Particulars Units 1 2 3 4 5 

1 Output voltage    V Volts      
2 Out put current    A Amps      
3 Generator output Kw      
4 Engine output Kw      
5 Time for 10 CC of fuel 

consumption 
Sec      

6 Energy input in fuel Kw      
7 Brake Thermal efficiency  %      
 
CALCULATIONS: 
Engine Out put: 
Voltmeter reading = V volts 
Ammeter reading = A amps 
Power generated by alternator (P)  = (VA /1000 ) KW 
Engine Output = ( P  / 0.78 ) KW 
 



 
 
 
Where  0.78 is assumed as the alternator efficiency. 
Specific fuel consumption (SFC) on brake power (BP) basis 
            Time for 10 CC of fuel consumption  = t  sec 
                Fuel consumption per hour (mf)   =       (10/t ) x 3600  CC/hr 
                                                                      =    ((10/t)x 3600 /1000 ) x Specific gravity 
                                                                      = ((10/t) x 3600/1 000) x 0.71        kg/hr 
Energy input in fuel = Mass of fuel burnt per sec. x Calorific valve of fuel =  (mf)  x C v 
 Brake thermal efficiency =  ( BP x 3600) / (mf)  x C v  
 Draw graphs as indicated below 
  Graphs    :       TFC     Vs BP 
                              SFC     Vs BP 
                 Brake thermal efficiency   Vs    BP 
DISCUSSIONS:      Discuss the trends observed in the graphs.            
 CONCLUSION: 
 
 
 QUESTION BANK: 
1. In what respect four stroke cycle spark ignition engine differs from that of compression 
ignition engine. 
2. Define compression ratio. What is its range for S I engine 
3. Mention the important application of four-stroke S I engine 
4. Give the range of engine rated power in the case of following applications 
          (i)  Buses (ii) Aircraft engine. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  

EXPERIMENT-7 
HEAT BALANCE TEST ON DIESEL ENGINE 

AIM: 
To conduct a Heat Balance Test on 4 stroke single cylinder diesel engine and to draw up a heat 
balance sheet on KW basis. 
 SPECIFICATIONS: 
It is 4 stroke vertical single cylinder, water cooled diesel engine coupled  with Electrical 
dynamometer. 
Engine              - Dynamometer 
Brake power = 3.72 kw               Electrical Dynamometer 
Speed = 1500 rpm                                
Sore = 80mm                                                      
Stroke = 110mm                                                          
Compression ratio= 16.5: 1 
APPARATURS: 
Stop watch,  
THEORY:  
       Part of the heat supplied to an internal combustion engine in the form of chemical energy of 
the fuel is utilized in doing useful work, and the rest is wasted on overcoming friction, in the 
exhaust gases and in cooling water jacket. A statement of the heat supplied, useful energy 
available, and the losses is called the Heat Balance Sheet. It may be drawn on the basis of 5unit   
time or one cycle of operation. 
The heat balance thus gives a picture of how the heat supplied through the fuel is utilized. The 
losses depend on the type of the engine, service to which it is employed, speed, load, 
atmospheric conditions etc., An engine designer is interested to keep the losses down to the 
extent possible in order to maximize the rated power. Two important factors that influence losses 
are speed and output of an engine. Loss due to friction increases carried away by jacket water  
 



 
 
 
increases slowly with load while heat carried away by exhaust gases increases fastly beyond 70% 
rated power output due to higher combustion temperatures, inefficient and delayed combustion 
etc. 
 The main components of heat balance are given below. 
Heat supplied to the engine / Sec  =  mf x Cv  = mass of fuel consumed (kg/sec)x calorific valve 
fuel (k j/kg)   
Fuel consumption  (kg/sec.)      =        (10 / t) x ( Density / 106  )  x 3600          kg/hr 
Where          t   =  Time for 10 cc of fuel consumption ,   density of diesel  = 832 kg/m3                
 C v = Lower calorific valve of fuel =   43626  kj  / kg 
Brake power (B.P.) is given by   BP = AX V  watts 
 Heat carried away by circulating cooling water = mw x CP w (To-Ti)      
Where mw = mass of circulating water = 4.18  kj  / kg ok 
To = cooling water outlet temperature 
Ti = cooling water inlet temperature 
 Heat carried away by exhaust gases = mg x Cpg x (Tg —Ta) 
Where mg = Mass of exhaust gases 
Cpg = Specific heat of exhaust gases 
T g = Temperature of exhaust gases 
Ta = Ambient temperature 
           The theoretical percentage of above parameters of heat balance sheet is given below. Heat 
energy in brake power varies from 25 to 40% heat energy carried away by cooling water varies 
from 15 to 37%, heat carried away by exhaust gases varies from 25 to 47 % and unaccounted 
loses lies between 2 to 21%. 
The relative quantities of energy utilized, heat carried away cooling water, heat carried away by 
exhaust gases and unaccounted loses change as functions of load. The above calculations are 
made at 1/4, 1/3, 1/2 ,3/4   and full load. The variation of above quantities are plotted as 
functions of load on the engine. 
  
 



 
 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
It is a water cooled single cylinder diesel engine which is coupled to a rope pulley brake 
arrangement to absorb the power produced. Necessary weights and spring balance are included 
to apply load on the brake drum. Suitable cooling water arrangement for the brake drum is 
provided. Separate cooling water lines fitted with temperature measuring thermocouples are 
provided for the engine cooling. A measuring system for fuel consumption consisting of a fuel 
tank mounted on a stand, burette, three-way cock and a  stop watch are provided. Air intake is 
measured using an air tank fitted with an orifice and a water manometer. 
 PROCEDURE: 
(a). Calculate the maximum rated load from the engine specifications. 
(b). Study the engine and know the starting procedure using the decompression lever. 
(C). Start the engine using decompression lever and supply cooling water and allow the engine to           
stabilize by running it for ten minutes on no load. 
(d). The maximum load that can be applied on the engine is to be calculated using the formula 
rated output in KW. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
            
OBSERVATIONS: 
S.. No Parameter Units                                Trials 

 
1 2 3 4 5 

1 Ammeter Reading (A) Amps      
2 Voltmeter Reading (V) Volts      
3 Speed ( N)  RPM      
4 Time for 10CC of fuel consumption (t). Sec      
5 Total fuel consumption  kg/hr      
6 Cooling water flow rate ( m w  )  kg/mm      
7 Cooling water inlet temp    (  t i )  deg.C      
8 Cooling water outlet tern p(t 0 ) deg.C      
9 Exhaust gas temp. at engine outlet  t g deg.C      
10 Ambient temp.  (T a)  deg.C      
  
CALCULATIONS: 
Fuel consumption               =  (10/t ) x  (density / 106  ) x 3600  kg/hr 
Lower calorific valve         = 43626 k j/kg 
Density of diesel         = 832 kg/m3  

Energy input in fuel (Q)     = Heat supplied by fuel 
                                            =       m f  X C.V     KWatts 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Heat distribution :  (BALANCE SHEET ) 
1. Heat in brake power  (KW) 
2. Heat carried away by circulating cooling water  = m w CP (t 0  -  t i   )   
3. Heat lost to exhaust gases                                      = m w  Cpg (t g - t a ) 
            Where  m g = (m f +m a)     and      m g = Mass of exhaust gases 
4. Heat lost due to radiation (kw)  (unaccounted losses)      =  (Heat input to the engine) — [ in 
useful output +  Heat carried away by cooling water  +  Heat in exhaust gases]. 
             
                                                                        
 
 
 
 
QUESTION BANK: 
1. In what respect four stroke cycle spark ignition engine differs from that of compression 
ignition engine. 
2. Define compression ratio. What is its range for S I engine 
3. Mention the important application of four-stroke S I engine 
4. Define all engine performance parameters. 
5. Define calorific value? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

EXPERIMENT -8 
    MORSE TEST ON FOUR CYLINDER FOUR STROKE PETROL ENGINE 
AIM: 
To conduct Morse test on a multi cylinder in line four stroke petrol engine and to determine 
indicated power (LP), Brake power (B.P), Friction power (F.P.) & Mech efficiency, 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Engine             - Dynamometer 
Rated brake power = 7.46 KW                        Type: Hydraulic dynamometer 
Speed (N) = 1500 rpm                                    Dynamometer Constant: 2000 
Bore =80mm 
Stroke 90 mm 
No .of cylinders = 4 
Density of petrol = 705 kg/m3 
Lower Calorific valve of fuel=44635 kj/kg 
3. APPARATUS: 
Tachometer, stopwatch 
 THEORY: 
The Morse test is conducted to determine the friction power of a multi cylinder engine without 
elaborate equipment. The test consists of making inoperative, in turn each cylinder of the engine 
and nothing the reduction in brake power developed, with a SI. Engine , each cylinder is 
rendered inoperative by shorting the spark plug of the corresponding cylinder. It is assumed that 
pumping and friction losses are the same When the cylinder is inoperative as well as during 
firing, if the speed is maintained constant. 
Thus for a four — cylinder engine  
I1 + l 2  +I3 +I4  = Brake output of the engine-when all the cylinders are working and let this 
Be “B” 
 
 



 
 
 
When No.1 cylinder is cut out I1   = 0  but friction loss of this engine is still the same as F, if the 
effects .due to the non firing cycle are neglected 
 I1 +l 2  +I3 - F  = B 1 
Subtracting B from B 1 we have 
     I1   = B—B1 
Similarly       l 2   = B -  B2  
I3 = B—B3 
I4 = B—B4 
indicated output of. the engine is,  Therefore 
I  = I1 + l 2  +I3 +I4   
And  frictional loss FP =  I — B 
Calculation of Max. load to be applied on’ the engine is calculated using the equation given 
below 
Rated brake power = WN/C    where rated brake power  =  10 hp 
W = maximum load that can be applied on the engine. 
N .=RPM,    C  =  Dynamometer constant   = 2000 
Mechanical efficiency : It is defined as ratio of brake power to the indicated power. 
Indicated power (lP) : The power developed inside the engine cylinder is called indicated power. 
 DESCRIPTION: 
The test rig consists of a multi cylinder petrol engine coupled to a hydraulic dynamometer. The 
engine is Ambassador brand and is a 4 cylinder, 4 stroke vertical engine developing 10 H.P. at 
1500 RPM. It is shown in fig .This type of engine is bet suited for automobiles, which operate at 
varying speeds. The engine is fitted on a rigid bed and is coupled through a flexible coupling to a 
hydraulic dynamometer that acts as the loading device. All the instruments are mounted on a 
suitable panel board. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
The cooling water pipe line is connected to a water supply line. Fuel consumption is measured 
by means of the burette and a three way cock which regulates the fuel flow from the tank to the 
engine .When the lever is pointing upwards fuel flows directly from the tank to the engine. When 
it is pointing sideways,: fuel from the burette flows to the engine and by measuring the time 
taken for 10 CC of fuel o to flow from the burette, fuel consumption is calculated . Air 
consumption is measured by using a MS tank which is fitted with a standard orifice and a U-tube 
water manometer that measures the pressure .inside the tank. 
To conduct Morse test, an arrangement is provided to cut off the supply to each spark plug. A 
multi channel digital temperature indicator is used to read the temperature of the exhaust gas and 
cooling water inlet and outlet. The thermocouples are fitted’ on wells provided in the pipe lines. 
For test provided with exhaust gas calorimeter, the exhaust gas pipe is connected to a heat 
exchanger wherein, the gases are cooled by a cooling water line. Separate thermocouples are 
provided to measure the exhaust gas outlet temperature from the calorimeter and the calorimeter 
cooling water inlet and outlet temperature: The engine test rig’s multichannel temperature 
indicator is provided with necessary additional channels a charged battery through a self motor is 
used to start the engine.            
PROCEDURE : 
In Morse-Test BP with all the four cylinders in operation is first measured at a certain speed and 
load. Then First cylinder is made inactive or putout of the circuit by shorting the spark plug of 
first cylinder, Under this condition all the other cylinders will motor the cut out cylinder and the 
speed and output drop of the first cylinder is cut off, if will not produce IP but it will have 
friction . The engine speed is brought to its original value by reducing the load. This will ensure 
that the frictional power is the same while, the brake power of the engine will be with one 
cylinder less, similarly putting second, third, and fourth cylinders out of action one by one, IP of 
these cylinders is calculated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
OBSERVATIONS :  
S.No Speed 

(rpm) 
Load in Kgs 

W  Load for 
 4 Cylinders 

W 1 Load 
No.1 
cylinder 
Cutout 

W2  LoadNo.2 
cylinder 
Cutout 

W3  Load 
No.3 cylinder 

Cutout 
W 4 Load 
No.4 cylinder 
Cutout 

1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
 
Brake out put in kw   =                                                      Indicated power in kw =  
 
S.No Speed 

(rpm) 
B    

for 
 4 

Cylinders 

        B 1  
      No.1 
cylinderCutout 

B2   
No.2 

cylinderCutout 

B3   
 No.3 

cylinderCutout 

        B 4    
       No.4 
cylinderCutout 

1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
             
 



 
 
 
        
S.No Indicated 

Power of 
the 
Engine      
(I) 
Kwatts 

Friction 
loss 
FP  

Kwatts 

Time for 10 
cc of fuel 

consumption 
Fuel 

consumption 
Kg / hr 

Brake 
Thermal  

efficiency 

Thermal  
efficiency 

1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
 
CALCULATIONS: 
                     B  = Brake output  =  ( W x N x0.0736) / 2000  K watts 
                           Where   2000 is the dynamo meter constant 
                              W   = Load on dynamometer in kg ‘s when all the cylinder are operating 
                            and  N = speed of the engine in rpm 
Similarly 
B1  = ( W1 x N x0.0736) / 2000  K watts 
 
B2  = ( W2 x N x0.0736) / 2000  K watts 
 . 
B3 = ( W x N x0.0736) / 2000  K watts  
 
 



 
 
 
B4 = ( W x N x0.0736) / 2000 Kwatts  
Where     I1   = B—B1                                      I2 = B—B2 
                 I3 = B—B3                                   I4= B—B4 
FP of the engine = (I-B) 
Mechanical efficiency  % =    (BP/IP  ) X 100 
            
 PRECAUTIONS: 
1. Before starting the engine, the rated load should be calculate from engine specifications as in  
explained earlier. 
2. Engine speed should be maintained constant. 
3. Don’t alter throttle setting after the engine is adjusted for required power and speed. 
4. Speed is maintained constant by varying the load. 
 GRAPHS: 
1.  FP,   BP,   IP,         Vs     Speed 
2. Mechanical efficiency Vs speed 
 QUESTION BANK: 
1. What is the need to conduct Morse Test? 
2. What do you understand by the terms BP, FP & IP’? 
3. What are the sources of Friction in an Engine? 
4. What is me by specific fuel consumption? 
5. How do you SFC? 
6. Give the expression for finding out brake thermal efficiency arid indicated thermal efficiency? 
7. Give the range of values of Brake Thermal efficiency and indicated Thermal efficiency for an 
IC engine? 
8. How is total fuel consumption different from SFC? 
 
 



 
 

EXPERIMENT- 9 
STUDY OF BIOLERS 

AIM:        Study of a steam boiler 
Boiler is a device in which steam is generated from water by the application of heat Boiler 
details 
The details of the Boilers are listed below 
a .) SHELL The shell of the boiler is the main container usually of cylindrical shape which 
contains water and steam. 
b. ) FURNACE A furnace is another important part of the boiler. This may be a grate to burn 
coal or a burner to atomize and burn liquid fuel .Suitable area and volume should be provided for 
efficient combustion 
c .) WATER FLOW PATH Water flow path is followed by the water in the boiler during the 
process of absorption of heat from hot gases and conversion into steam  . The water should be 
free from dissolved material in order to reduce the scaling of the heating surface. 
d .) GAS FLOW PATH The hot gas flow path either in fire tube or in water tube should be a-
ranged in such a way that maximum heat of hot gases should be transferred   to the water for 
steam generation. The boiler efficiency mainly depends, upon the gas flow path  . 
e.) STEAM PATH In most of the boilers the steam is taken out preferably at the top of the shell 
to avoid water particles being carried with the steam TQ reduce the water particles carried by the 
steam It is generally taken out through steam separators in the case of large boilers 
f.) FITTINGS:  The valves and gauges which are necessary for the safety of the boiler, are 
known as mountings. Water level indicator ,safety valve, blow off clock, and fusible plug are 
some of the mountings... 
g.) ACCESSORIES Some equipment s like economizer, air pre heater and superheated are 
attached to the boiler to improve overall efficiency . The economizer and air pre heater are used 
to extract maximum- heat from  the flue gases and super heater is used to increase the temp. of 
steam above at temperature. 
  
 
 
 



 
 
 
LANCASHIRE BOILER  : 
It is stationary fire tube, internally fired, horizontal, natural circulation boiler This is a widely 
used boiler because of its good steaming quality and its ability to bum coal of inferior quality 
These boilers have a cylindrical shell  2 m  in diameters and its length vanes from  8 m to  10 m  . 
It has two large internal flue tubes having, diameter between 80 cm to 100 cm in which the grate 
is situated . This boiler is set in a brick work forming external flue so that the external part of the 
shell forms part of the heating surface 
The main features of the Lancashire boiler work shelling are shown in Fig, the boiler consists of 
a cylindrical shell and two big furnace tubes pass right through this One bottom flue and two side 
flues are formed by the brick setting. Both the flue tubes which carry hot gases lay below the 
water level as shown in the figure.         
  
The outstanding features of this boiler are listed below. 
a) Its heating surface area per unit volume of the boiler is considerably large. 
b) Its maintenance is easy. 
c) It is suitable where a large reserve of hot water is needed. Load fluctuations can he easily met 
by this boiler due to the large reserve capacity. 
d) Super heater and economizer can be easily incorporated into the system, therefore, over all 
efficiency of the boiler can be considerably large (80-85%). 
 BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILER   : 
It is a water tube boiler, the water is inside the tubes and hot gases flow over the tubes. The 
boiler with its parts is shown Fig.10.1. The boiler shell known as water and steam drum is made 
of high quantity steel. It is connected by short tubes, the up take header or riser and by longer 
tubes to the down take header. The water level in the drum is slightly above the centre. The water 
tubes are connected to the top and bottom header and are kept inclined at an angle of 15° to the 
horizontal. The furnace is arranged below the up take header. Coal is fed to the great thro the fire 
door. First the hot gases rise upward and then go down and then rise up again and finally escape 
to the chimney through the smoke Chamber . The outer surface of the water tubes and half of the 
bottom surface of the drum from the heating surface through which heat is transferred  from the 
hot gases to the water. 
 
 



 
 
 
The evaporative capacity of this boiler is high compared with other boiler (20,000 to 40,000 
kg/hr.) the operating pressure lies between 11.5 to 17.5 kg/cm 
QUESTION BANK 
1. What is the major difference between mountings and accessories? 
2. What is purpose of fusible plug? 
3. What is the main difference between fire and water tube boiler’? 
4. What do you understand by “once through boiler”? 
5. What is the main advantage of high pressure boilers? 
6. What do you understand by “boiler horse power”? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

EXPERIMENT -10 
FOUR STROKE SINGLE CYLINDER DIESEL ENGINE WITH 

MECHANICAL ROPE BRAKE LOADING 
OBJECTIVES  : To conduct a performance test and calculate frictional power of Engine. 
DESCRIPTION : The mechanical brake drum is fixed to the engine flywheel and the engine 
moutned on the M.S. Channel. A separate panel board is used to fix burette with 3 way cock, dig 
temperature indicator & RPM indicator, temperature selector switch, “U” tube manometer. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Engine : Four Stroke Single Cylinder 
BHP : 6HP 
Speed : 700 RPM 
Fuel : Diesel 
No. of Cylinders : Single 
Bore Dia. : 114.3 mm 
Stroke Length : 139.7 mm 
Starting  : Cranking 
Working Cycle :Four Stroke 
Method of Cooling :Water Cooled 
Method of Ignition :  Compression Ignition 
Brake Drum Circumference : 
1. Digital speed indicator to measure the speed of the engine. 
2. Digital temperature indicator to measure various temperatures. 
3. Differential manometer to measure quantity of air sucked into cylinder. 
4. Burette with manifold to measure the rate of fuel consumed. 
 
 
 



 
 
OBSERVATIONS: 
Brake Power : BP 
Specific Fuel Consumption : SFC 
Actual Volume :          Va 
Brake Thermal Efficiency : ηbth 
Swept Volume : VS 
Volumetric Efficiency : ηV  
 
LOADING SYSTEM:  The brake drum is directly coupled to the engine flywheel and a canvas 
belt is wound around the drum, Top ends of the belt is connected to spring balances of 10 kg and 
25 kg capacity. Load to the engine can be varied by applying tension to the spring balances using 
the hand wheel provided on the loading frame. 
 
AIR INTAKE MEASUREMENT: The suction side of the engine is connected to an Air Tank. 
The atmosphere air is drawn into the engine cylinder through the air tank. The manometer is 
provided to measure the pressure drop across an orifice provided in the intake pipe of the Air 
Tank. This pressure drop is used to calculate the volume of air drawn into the cylinder (Orifice 
diameter is 20 mm). 
 
FUEL MEASUREMENT: 
The fuel is supplied to the engine from the main fuel tank through a graduated measuring fuel 
gauge (Burette). 
LUBRICATION: The engine is lubricated by mechanical lubrication. 
Lubricating oil recommended — SAE —40 OR Equivalent. 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT:  A digital temperature indicator with selector switch is 
provided on the panel to read the temperature in degree centigrade, directly sensed by respective 
thermocouples located at different places on the test rig. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
THERMOCOUPLE DETAILS 
Ti = Inlet Water Temperature of Engine Jacket & Calorimeter 
T2 = Outlet Water Temperature of Engine Jacket. 
T3 = Temperature of Water Outlet from Calorimeter. 
T4 = Temperature of Exhaust Gas Inlet to Calorimeter 
T5 = Temperature of Exhaust Gas Outlet from Calorimeter 
T6 = Ambient Temperature 
PROCEDURE: 
1. Fill up the diesel into the fuel tank mounted on the panel frame. 
2. Connect the instrumentation power input plug to a 230 V, single phase power source. Now the 
digital meters namely, RPM and Temperature indicators display the respective readings. 
3. Connect the water line to the engine jacket and brake drum and calorimeter. 
4. Check the lubricating oil in the oil sump. 
5. Open the fuel valve and ensure no air trapped in the fuel line. 
6. Start the engine and allow it to stabilize rated speed ( rpm). 
7. Now load the engine reducing 50 rpm at every step.      
8. Record all the required parameters indicated on the digital indicators which are mounted on 
the panel board different speeds. 
a) Speed of the engine from digital RPM indicator. 
b) Load from the spring balance. 
c) Fuel consumption from burette. 
d) Quantity of airflow from manometer. 
e) Different temperatures from Temperature indicator. Load the engine step by step (Different 
speeds). 
g) Note down the corresponding parameters. 
h) Turn off the fuel knob provided on the panel after the test. 
 



 
 
PERFORMANCE TEST: 
1.BRAKE POWER 
BP= 2*∏N (S1-S2)*(D+t)/2 KW 
 60 
 
Where N= RPM of the engine. 
S1&s2=  Spring balance reading in Kg-f 
D= Diameter of brake drum in mts. 
T= thickness of canvas belt=5mm 
 
2.Mass of fuel consumed. 
Mfc = x *0.82*3600 kg/hr 

100*T 
 
 
X= burette reading in cc 
0.82=density of diesel in gram/cc 
T= Time taken in seconds 
 
3. Specific fuel consumption: 
Sfc = Mfc  kg/kw.hr 

BP 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
4.Actual volume of air sucked into the cylinder : 
Va =Cd*A*√2GH*3600  kg/kw.hr 
H= h *δw        meter of water 
     1000      δa 
A= Area of orifice 
h  = manometer reading in mm 
δw   = density of water=1000kg/m3 

 
δa      =  density of air =1.2 kg/m3 
 cd = coefficient of discharge=0.62 
5.Swept volume: 
 
Vs =  ∏ d2 *L*N    *60  
          4             2 
Where d= dia of bore 
L= length of stroke 
N= speed  of the engine in rpm. 
6. Volumetric efficiency 
ηv =  VA  
        VS 
7. Brake thermal efficiency  
ηbth  =  BP*3600*100 
 mFC *CV 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Tabular columns: 
Load in kg Speed in rpm Time taken for 

10 cc of fuel in 
sec 

Manometer 
difference in 
mm 

Spring balance 
reading (kg) 

     

 
Performance : 
 
BP in KW Mf  in kg/hr SFC in kg/kw.hr ηbth   in % ηv in % 

     

 
 
Question Bank: 

1) Define mechanical efficiency ? 
2) Explain the difference between swept volume and clearance volume? 
3) What is brake specific fuel consumption ? 
4) What is formula for mass of fuel consumed ? 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

11. ECONOMICAL SPPED TEST (4-STROKE DIESEL ENGINE) 
AIM: 
To conduct economical speed test on 4-Stroke diesel engine(Single cylinder) 
THEORY: 
The Test Ring consists of Four-Stroke Diesel Engine, to be tested for performance, is connected 
to Rope Brake Drum with Spring Balance (Mechanical Dynamometer) with Exhaust Gas 
Calorimeter. The arrangement is made for the following measurements of the Set-up : 
 
1) The Rate of Fuel Consumption is measured by using the pipette reading against the 
known time. 
2) Air Flow is measured by Manometer connected to Air Box. 
3) The different mechanical loading is achieved by operating the spring balance of 
dynamometer in steps. 
4) The different mechanical energy is measured by spring balance and radius of brake drum. 
5) The Engine Speed (RPM) is measured by electronic digital RPM Counter. 
6) Temperature at different points is measured by electronic digital Temperature Indicator. 
7) Water Flow Rate through the engine & calorimeter is measured by Water meter. 
The whole instrumentation is mounted on a self – contained unit ready for table operation. 
PROCEDURE: 
1. Check the diesel in the diesel tank. 
2. Allow diesel, start the engine by using hand cranking. 
3. The engine is set to the speed of 1500 RPM. 
4. Apply load from the spring balance of dynamometer. 
5. Allow some time so that the speed stabilizes. 
6. Now take down spring balance readings. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
7. Put tank valve in to pipette position and note down the time taken for particular quantity 
of fuel consumed by the engine. 
8. Note down the temperature readings at different points. 
9. Note down the water readings. 
10. Repeat the procedure (4)&(7) for different loads. 
11. Tabulate the readings as shown in the enclosed list. 
12. After the experiment is over ,keep the diesel control valve at mains position. 
OBSERVATIONS: 

 
CALCULATIONS : 
 
1)FUEL CONSUMPTION IN Kg/Hr 
 
WF  =  Column(3a)of table readings    × 3.06 
          Column(3b)of tabler eadings 
 
 
 
 
 

Engine 
Speed 

in  
RPM 

Spring balance 
Readings Fuel pipette readings Air flow Manometer readings 

in mm of water 
―F1‖ In Kgs ―F2‖ In Kgs In  ml Time in Secs. H1 H2 

       



 
 
 
 
2) ENGINE OUT PUT”  
 

 
 
Where, N- Speed of engine in RPM 
r—Radius of brake drum in mts =0.185 mt                   
F1&F2- Force indicated on spring balance in KGs 
3) SPECIFIC FUEL CONSUMPTION (SFC): 

          
4) FUEL HP(THERMAL HORSE POWER)    
 

 

  
 



 
 
 
6.AIR CONSUMPTION IN Kg/ Hr ‘Wa’ 

 

 
Sl.NO 

Engin
e RPM 

―N‖ 

Fuel 
Consumed 

―Wf‖ In Kg/Hr 

Air 
Consumed 

―Wa‖ In Kg/Hr 

Air to Fuel 
Ratio 

―Wa / Wf‖ 
Engine 
output 

―BHP‖ 
Specific fuel 
consumption 

―SFC‖ 

 
Fuel HP 

―FHP‖ 
Brake % η 

thermal 
efficiency 

1  
2 

 
3 

 
4 

 
5 

 
6 

        

 
RESULT; 
 
Economical speed test on 4-Stroke diesel engine(Single cylinder) is conducted. From the graph 
economical speed of engine  is---------------RPM @---------HP. 
 
 



 
 
 
VIVA QUESTIONS  

1) What is Brake Thermal Efficiency ? 
2) Explain the difference between higher calorific value and Lower calorific value. 
3) Explain the working procedure of 4 stroke diesel engine. 
4) Define I.P,F.P,B.P. 
5) What is brake thermal efficiency ? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

12. LOAD TEST ON 4-STROKE, SINGLE CYLINDER  PETROL ENGINE TEST 
RIG 

AIM: To conduct a load test on a 4-stroke, single cylinder petrol engine and study its 
performance under various loads. 

           EQUIPMENT/APPARATUS: 
1. 4 –stroke ,Single cylinder , petrol engine with electrical loading 
2. Tachometer 
3. Stopwatch 

.           SPECIFICATIONS: 
Make : Greaves 
Stroke : 66.7mm 
Bore : 70mm 
Capacity : 256 cc 
Rated   R.P.M : 3000rpm 
Output : 2.2KW 
Fuel : Petrol 

Sp.  Gr. Of petrol : 0.716 
Calorific  Value of petrol : 47100 KJ/Kg 

                DESCRIPTION: 
Petrol engine is an air cooled, single cylinder, Vertical, 4-stroke engine 

developing about 2.2 KW (3HP) at 3000RPM. The engine is rope started. 
The petrol engine is coupled to an alternator, which serves as a loading 

device. The power generated by the alternator is absorbed using water rheostat. 
Suitable control panel with voltmeter and ammeter is provided to measure the 
power generated. Fuel consumption is measured with a burette and a three-way 
cock, which regulates the flow of petrol from the tank to the engine. 



 
 
               
 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE: 

1. Open the three way cock so that fuel flows to the engine directly from the 
tank. 

2. Start the engine and allow running on no load condition for few minutes. 
3. Load the engine, by loading the water rheostat. 
4. Note the following readings 

a) Speed. 
b) Voltmeter reading. 
c) Ammeter reading. 
d) Time taken for 10 c.c of petrol consumption. 

5. Repeat the above procedure at different loads. 
6. Stop the engine after removing load on the engine 
PRECAUTIONS: 
1. Before starting the engine check all the systems such as cooling, 

lubrication and fuel system. 
2. For stopping the engine, load on the engine should be removed 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

    OBSERVATIONS: 
S.NO 1 2 3 4 5 

Output voltage, V …. volts      
Out put current, A….. amps      

Alternator output,P …… KW      
Engine Speed, N …… Rpm      
Engine output, B.PEng    ….. KW      
Time for 10c.c of fuel consumption t, sec      
Engine input, HI… …. KW      
Thermal  efficiency %      

SAMPLE CALCULATIONS: 
1) Engine output (Brake Power): 
 Voltmeter reading =V…..volts Ammeter reading =A ….amps 

 

 
 



 
 

 

 



 
 
 
RESULT: 

 
 
 
 
 
      Viva Question: 

1)  Explain the working principle of 4 stroke Petrol engine. 
2) Compare the working procedure between petrol engine and diesel engine. 
3) Explain the term called compression ratio. 
4) What is meant by rated power and rated speed. 
5) How to calculate the specific gravity of petrol. 

 
 

 


